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CMS PTO General Meeting  

September 26, 2019 
 

The meeting agenda is Attachment 1.   
 
Meeting attendants: 
Meredith Alley, Michelle Baxter, Susan Buckheit, Michelle Davidson, Brigette Denning,  
Audrey Dwyer, Carrie Eichenberger, Darcy Kinnersley, Cheryl Kutzer, Jerri Martin, Jen 
McDonnell, Candace McElyea, Katrin Mezger, Brandi Renick-Smith, Virginia Russell,  
Nancy Schwartz, Liz Smith, and William Wu.  The sign-in sheet is Attachment 2. 
Jia was present for the beginning of the meeting to provide technology assistance.   
 
Principal Meade and Amanda Wahlborg were guest speakers.   
 
Darcy called the meeting to order at 12:03. 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions 
 
Darcy welcomed everyone and we introduced ourselves.  Nancy Schwartz invited 
everyone to the Accountability meetings; there was a meeting last night and the next 
meeting is November 13, 2019 from 6:30 to 8:00.   The staff wants parents’ feedback 
and everyone discusses the school’s wins and goals.  The meeting takes place in the 
library.   Darcy said the meeting was very interesting and the information was great to 
hear. 
 
2.  Guest Speaker:  CMS Principal, Charlotte Meade 
 

Principal Meade opened her presentation by discussing the CMS Accountability 
meeting. There’s a lot of information at the beginning of the year because we are front 
loading and reflecting on the past year. We have the data now and Amanda will discuss 
it. Principal Meade moved on to discuss the “Future Forward: Strategic Planning2019” 
booklet that Dr. Siegfried developed; it is Attachment 3. 

Principal Meade said that the administration has always had the goal of helping 
students achieve, but we are getting more linear about meeting goals. Dr. Siegfried 
worked with community members, law enforcement, consultants, etc. to write the 
booklet. College is not the right avenue for every student and we need to look at post-
secondary work. We want to provide all students with the skills to pursue multiple 
pathways. 

The booklet addresses workplace excellence. The school is taking more steps towards 
workforce excellence; we are struggling to hire and retain employees of color. We’ve 
marketed all over the country to attract these potential employees, but we need to retain 
them. We want the kids to see teachers who look like them. 

The booklet goes on to discuss operational excellence, including psychological 
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and physical safety and health issues. The pamphlet gives a more detailed explanation.  
They accepted a lot of feedback for this pamphlet and you will find that it’s not weighted 
down with edu-speak; they work to make it digestible. The pamphlet lists the key 
strategies to achieve goals. That’s the district picture that future forward you will need to 
have. 

We’ve done a 100 day plan. We did one last year as a shared vision among teachers 
and staff. We’ve seen a lot of growth and the CMAS data will make you do a happy 
dance. 

The Battle of Bands was exciting and fun. This year we will have an Olympic theme for 
the Battle. 

One Book One Campus is very special and we are proud of it. 

The Guiding Coalition raised money for the Denver Children’s Home. 

At Campus we have ramped up making sure our students of color have access to 
advanced classes. We are watching and monitoring and making sure they are 
appropriately placed. Our data is much better and we are doing a great job. We work 
together with the Master Schedule team to have interventions at all three grade levels. 
For 6th and 7th grades, we have math, affective needs, and literature interventions. For 
8th grade, we have math and affective needs. 

We are using data to place kids in the classes and when they show growth, we get them 
out. We don’t let them stagnate there. 

Affective needs classes are cool. We do self-advocacy and mindfulness. It’s good to 
see kids who are a little disconnected to find a connection and the data shows it’s a 
success. 

We have additional ELS support including 2 full time ELS teachers. Our data is strong. 
We have more languages than you would think, like 30 something languages. We have 
a lot of languages to contend with and a lot of kids are brand new to the US. The kids 
are getting a lot of support. 

The Gifted and Talented kids are getting affective needs support. The cluster classes 
are 10-12 Gifted and Talented kids in class so we can differentiate for those kids so 
they are with their cognitive peers. As we decide how to move forward with the Gifted 
and Talented kids, this is a good middle ground. We are working closely with the Gifted 
and Talented office at the district and they are providing teachers with support. 

Principal Meade then discussed the state of Campus Middle School. Enrollment for 6th 
grade last year was 476; this year it’s 507. Enrollment for 7th grade last year was 525; 
this year it’s 486. Enrollment for 8th grade was 497 last year; this year it’s 526. 
Enrollment was not as high as we thought but we hired more math and language arts 
teachers and Principal Meade is really glad we did. We added more language arts in 7th 
grade. All that has helped keep our class sizes within reason. 

We need to hire .5BD behavioral disabilities; we are desperately in need of paras. We 
have not been able to hire enough, though we are running processes and reaching out 
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but having a hard time attracting candidates. We are down 8 as of last week and 5 as of 
this week. If you know anyone who is just out of college or wants to work with kids, it’s a 
great job, but it doesn’t offer benefits. Liz Smith asked about pay, and Principal Meade 
said that the pay is between $11.00 and $14.00. The economy is strong right now and 
that’s why it’s hard to find anyone. 

We have brand new mobile classrooms that have bathrooms, normal plumbing, opening 
windows, heat and AC; they’re nice. They’re on the smaller side but they’re working out 
pretty well. The kids like walking over there and walking back. We didn’t expect the 
tornado shelter in place but we have a plan. 

Innovation Spaces: We have the library and Maker Space. The Commons is a different 
place and the light feels natural. 7th and 8th grade spaces feel great. We keep getting 
new furniture and the kids use it and move it around. They like to make forts and 
skateboard ramps. It’s fun. 

We have new staff that we have been very fortunate to hire: Jeff Neises, Dean; Kate 
Young, 8th Grade Language Arts; Amanda Steiner, PE; Chelsea Ward, Orchestra; 
Chad Pearson, Spanish; Danica Waugh, ILC; Tami Lang, 6th Grade Language Arts; 
Jason Acosta, Math; Garrett Weekley, 7th Grade Language Arts; Michelle Jordan, 7th 
Grade Math; and more. There were 6 position changes. 

Our mission is to empower all students to obtain a rigorous education that inspires a 
love for lifelong learning in a safe and caring environment. 

Goals: We want to continue our notable PLC growth and development in alignment with 
our 100 day plan.  The chart of 2019-2020 Administrative Team Responsibilities is 
Attachment 4. 

Last year was rough with mental health issues and we need to address that. We are 
doing a lot of positive behavior work and 2nd Step. We keep developing innovative 
thinking as educators to support students in reaching their potential. Our 2019-2020 
goal is to utilize a balanced assessment system and effective use of data to ensure 
impactful instruction, intervention and extension for each unit. 

We are trying to be specific about quizzes and assessments and use data to determine 
what enrichment and intervention students need. That’s 100 Day Plan focus. 

Turning to the “Learning Center Study Guide 2019-2020,” also known as the “Blue 
Book,” Principal Meade said that the Guiding Coalition unifies and coordinates the 
schools’ collective efforts across grade levels, departments, and subjects. We were 
stuck this time last year but then we worked with district consultants and now we have 
come together. Over the summer they worked and created a plan for professional 
learning for this year. The professional learning plan we have is developed and is in the 
“Blue Book.” 

We did a data walk and compared our data to district and state data. We have 3 goals: 
1. Continue to develop our professional learning communities. 2. Work on building 
positive cultures in the building and classrooms. Find out what engages our kids. 3. 
Culturally responsive education. How are we using culturally responsive practices? We 
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want to make sure we are equitable to all students. We read journal articles and discuss 
and decide how to put learning inaction. We did some profound work over summer and 
it is impressive. 

We want to make sure that every student feels seen at CMS. We had problems last 
spring with mental health and suicide. We need to take serious steps this year to make 
sure every student feels seen and heard. The cell phone policy change has been 
positive and it’s not punitive. We want it to be a change in culture and something we all 
abide by. We did it the right way with book study and we are not having negative 
conversations with kids. The cafeteria feels different. Kids are talking to each other. 8th 
grade kids are saying it’s nice to sit and talk to friends and the 8th graders are the 
toughest to please. We thought they would rush outside after lunch to look at their 
phones, but they’re not. They really enjoy when an administrator gets on his phone and 
they get to tell him to put it away. The kids are great at putting their phones in cell phone 
holder or leaving it in their lockers. When we had the tornado, kids wanted to reach their 
parents and the parents were worried, and the kids were able to talk to their parents. 
Principal Meade thinks we’ve found a good middle ground to build relationships and 
positive culture. 

Beyond Diversity Training is 2 days with 4 other middle schools spent learning to 
eliminate racial achievement disparities. It’s intense and scary and uncomfortable 
because have to recognize our own biases. It’s hard work. We did the training as a staff. 
Principal Meade is very proud of the staff because they leaned into the work. The 
benefit for the students with racial consciousness is awesome and we will continue the 
work. 

Liz Smith and another mom said that their children have said that the cell phone 
adjustment has been easy. Amanda Wahlborg said that the key was that the policy is 
unified now. Before the unified policy, the students weren’t sure when and where their 
phones were allowed, and the kids had to test boundaries, so cell phones were the 
biggest disciplinary issue. But now it’s easy because the whole school did it. 

Principal Meade said the “Disconnected” author is going to come to speak with parents 
and students. His book was the launch pad and now he has done all this work. It’s not 
going to be a repetition of the book, but instead will be mental health strategies and 
things families can do. We just need to lock down the date. He was a school counselor. 

Audrey, a mother in attendance, was very impressed with the email Principal Meade 
sent out about the new policy. 

Another mother said that she works for AT&T and just did a diversity training on 
different generations. The students’ generation is Generation Z, which is ages 10-23. In 
the near future, a white male will be just 10% of the workforce. She’s happy the staff is 
doing the work.  

Principal Meade turned the floor over to Amanda Wahlborg, who spoke on data.  Her 
handout, “CMS CMAS Data Review 2018-2019,” is Attachment 5. 

The amount of data that is available is plenty but the really important part is how we use 
data.  We need to understand it and use it for good. 
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2018-2019 Achievement data is looking at the percent of students who met or exceeded 
the bar of proficiency set by the state.   

Growth data is comparative data for the same set of students.  If I was 6th grader last 
year and was a bit over proficient, there was some number of students who got the 
same score as I did.   We look at how the student grew compared to last year.  It’s a big 
continuum of growth.  The minimum of growth is 50th percentile for where we want to 
be.  Sometimes a score can be alarming but then we look at growth data so we look at 
other things.  Were they not taking test seriously?  Were they having a hard year?  Or if 
there is a large amount of growth, that student is making good progress. 

In the district, we had 50% who met or exceeded expectations in Language Arts.  At 
Campus, 70.7% met or exceeded expectations in Language Arts.   

The median growth percentile was 66% at our school.  Our big focus isn’t just where 
you end up but how much you grow.  So that’s our big push. 

Data Question 1:  Who were our students last year?  The numbers in blue represent 
boys.  The numbers in red represent girls.  We are boy heavy.  These are the kids 
represented in data. 

Data Question 2: How did Campus score on each CMAS test in comparison to the 
district and our peer, West?  In Language Arts, 48% in the district were at or above 
proficiency.  Then Campus was 71% and West was 61%.   When you cross the 70th 
percentile, it’s a big deal.  We crossed in all 3 grades.  We had a significant increase 
from last year and we were better than West which is our peer.   

In Math, we still beat West, though we did fall a bit, because this number includes all 
children, not just the ones taking algebra.   

In Science, the district dropped, but we went up and were better than West again. 

This kind of achievement gain is phenomenal and Amanda has never seen anything like 
this. 

Data Question 3:  How does our CMAS growth data compare to that of other middle 
schools? This makes sure that no matter where you are when you come in, are we 
making you stronger through relationships and programming?  With this data we can 
look at where our kids missed so we can work on that.   

A mother in attendance said that at her old district, there was intervention if the child 
was at or below proficiency.  She wondered if there is special programming for kids that 
are not meeting or exceeding proficiency.  Her son was just below proficiency and she 
wondered whether he would receive intervention. 

Amanda responded that we have intervention reading classes and with a little push we 
can get you into proficiency.  We have that for math too.  We pre -teach so when 
concepts come up, the kids are familiar with it.  Amanda said that because this mother’s 
son was just below proficiency, he probably wasn’t flagged for intervention. 

Right now, we are pulling data to see if we need to add kids or take them out. 
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Principal Meade said that there’s significant differentiation within the classes.  Our 
teachers are used to teaching to polarity.   In math, we offer substantially more math 
programming options.  It’s not just 6th or 6/7; there’s a huge spectrum of classes.  We’re 
pretty good at getting them placed where they should be.  Kids should be placed with 
similar kids so we can isolate their needs.   

Amanda moved on to Data Question 5:   How did students in different subgroups grow? 

In Language Arts, minority groups showed less achievement and we are worse than the 
district.  We have a discrepancy in growth for students of color.  But we do not see that 
in math, because in math they grew more.   

We are not just looking at race.  We also look at English language learners and special 
education students.   

The math growth doesn’t look good but it is good compared to the district.   

The Special Education gap is huge in Language Arts but growth is strong in Math. 

We look at kids who receive free and reduced lunch compared to kids who do not.   

And a child could be represented in one or more categories. 

The kids who receive free or reduced lunch are in the red in both Language Arts and 
Math.  We need to look at what we are doing to put kids at a deficit.  For example, a 
teacher assigns a homework problem online.  Some kids might not have computer at 
home.  A child might not be able to stay after school because she has to go home and 
get her sister.  Her mother works until 6:00 and then she is too tired to help.  The child is 
too embarrassed to ask her teacher for help.  If I’m always scrambling to stay at an 
even level, because you can bring in things for project and I can’t, or you have someone 
to proofread, and I don’t, it’s harder to achieve more growth.   

We have intervention support after school.  Now the kids know when they can stay with 
whom.  They know that on these 3 days, there’s someone to help me.  And we have 
Homework Club.   

The more of these factors that are added, the harder it is for a student to stay in growth.     

Principal Meade stated that we do not know who receives free or reduced lunch so our 
awareness has to be strong.  The percentage of kids at Campus who receive free or 
reduced lunch is 13-14%.  Prairie is at 80%.    

Darcy asked if the counselors are aware of who our “at-risk” or “in need” students are.   
Principal Meade said there are scholarships for anything we can provide to these 
families, including school supplies and field trips and activities.  But it would be 
awesome to know who needs help at the holidays and who needs more school 
supplies.  Tiffany in our counseling office is good at seeing who has needs.  Amanda 
said we have worked something out with loaner computers for kids who need them.   

Data Question 6 How do our students perform over time? [Note:  This is Data Question 
5 on Attachment 5]:    
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We have to look at all the pieces of the puzzle to better serve the kids and collaborate.  
Last year there was a huge gap in Special Education and this year there was growth 
because we saw the gap. 

Audrey asked if this data is what goes into school rankings.  Principal Meade and 
Amanda said it depends on the ranking because they look at this and more. Principal 
Meade has seen letter grade rankings and it doesn’t reflect reality. 

Jen asked how well this data matches up to grades.  Amanda said that standards based 
or proficiency testing shows how well the student has mastered the material.  But 
grading oftentimes is based on whether the student did the assignment and turned it in. 
Principal Meade said we need to look at whether we are grading student skills or what 
the student can do; it’s hard to do proficiency based grading.  It’s complicated.  Middle 
school kids need scaffolding and aren’t ready yet for proficiency based grading, so 
grades do not match up with testing scores.  Amanda said there is a contentious 
discussion around this topic, for example, giving zeros kills kids’ self-esteem but 
traditional teachers think, they didn’t do it, so they don’t get anything. 

Michelle asked about how test anxiety is handled.  Principal Meade said the teachers 
are sensitive to it.  Amanda said that the advisory group addresses it too.  Principal 
Meade said that we send mixed messages, telling kids, “It’s ok.  Don’t worry about the 
test,” and then asking them how they did.  Darcy commented that some tests count 
wrong answers and some tests do not, and Amanda said it’s always changing. 

Brigette asked about kids who have a 504 Plan.  Principal said they might get 
accommodations but they take test.  The IEP kids are represented in the special 
education data but also are included in general data.   

Principal Meade said we have a high opt-out rate.   Amanda added that we get dinged 
on lack of participation, but Principal Meade emphasized that we are fine.   

3.  Darcy Kinnersley/ Jen McDonnell:  Presidents’ Report 
 
Jen began by discussing the big allocations meeting coming up on October 24, 2019 at 
12:00 in the library.  The deadline for applications is October 1, 2019 and we have 3 
applications so far, but the applications tend to come in at the last minute.  We will have 
our Executive Meeting on October 3rd and we will look at the applications with Principal 
Meade.  We will vote at the General PTO Meeting on October 24, 2019.  Darcy 
explained that the money the PTO has collected will be used ASAP to give to the school 
in the areas that need it.   

 
Principal Meade and Amanda left the meeting. 
 
Darcy discussed the “Screenagers” showing.   A couple of years ago, there was a 
showing for students and parents.  The movie is all about screen time and how it affects 
kids.  We will offer it again this year.  Derek Phelan, our librarian, has researched it.  We 
don’t have a date yet but he will schedule it.  6th and 7th graders will see “Screenagers” 
and we will fund it through Programs and Resources.  8th graders will see a slightly 
different version, which is “Screenagers Next Chapter.”  It’s more appropriate for them 
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and has new information.  All of it is being viewed by Derek.  There will be a viewing for 
parents one evening, which will be available to Campus parents and 5th grade parents 
from feeder schools.   
 
Audrey asked if it’s the new movie and Darcy said yes, for the 8th graders.  Jerri asked if 
the parents can see the new one and Darcy said that’s a question for Derek.  Darcy will 
make a note to tell Derek that the parents might need an additional movie night for the 
new movie.  His opinion was that it’s more kids talking to kids but she will tell him that 
the parents are interested in the new one.  Susan asked if parents could see both.  
Darcy said if the new one is open to parents, then parents can see both.  Darcy is proud 
that we have used our money to make these movies available to the kids and 
community. 
 
Darcy said that every year in the fall, we need to vote on the slate.  Last year in May, we 
had new people stepping into positions and this is our opportunity to vote them in.  Jen 
added that 2 people had not been voted in, our 2 new incoming Co-Presidents, Carrie 
Eichenberg and Michelle Davidson.  Jen moved to elect them, the motion was 
seconded, and the vote was taken.  All were in favor and none opposed.   
 
Darcy stated that we have a vacancy for VP of Nominating, a person who helps fill 
vacancies.  She said that if it sounds like something anyone would be interested in, to 
let us know.     

 
4.  Brigette Denning/ Katrin Mezger:  Treasurers’ Report 
 
Brigette presented the report.  The Proposed Budget for the 2019-2020 School Year, 
July 1, 2019-September 23, 2019 Profit and Loss Statement, and September 23, 2019 
Balance Sheet are Attachment 6.   
 
We have about $79,000.00 including $10,000.00 in a money market account that we 
keep as a cushion, in accordance with a guideline from Parents’ Council.  We also have 
$300.00 in cash at all times:  $200.00 in petty cash and $100.00 in the school store 
cash box.   
 
We had a carryover from last year of $5,600.00   Our goal is to raise money then 
distribute the money in the same year that it’s raised.  It’s tricky to get to zero.  We 
allocate in the fall and the spring.  The $16,000.00 includes the $5,600.00 carryover.  
Last year we had a $16,000.00 carryover because there were allocations that fell 
through, such as a special printer that was not ready to take to market so we couldn’t 
buy it.      
 
$63,000.00 and change is what we have brought in and spent this year since July 1, 
2019.  The budget is a snapshot.  The P and L shows everything we have raised and 
spent money on.  Our biggest fundraiser is Mustang Giving Circle and we have raised 
$48,000.00 of our goal of $50,000.00   That’s straight donations from parents.  We want 
to spend it well, timely, and kids should benefit from it this year. 
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Other income comes from school supply kits, school store, dine out nights (there’s one 
tonight at Modern Market), Amazon Smiles, and King Soopers. 
Expenses include minor administrative fees and bigger administrative fees such as for 
software like Cheddar Up, QuickBooks, and other programs.  We have to buy items for 
the school store.  We fund Red Ribbon Week and Honor Roll but we haven’t spent any 
money on them yet this year. 
 
We need to vote on the budget for the year, including where we expect to raise and 
spend money, and how much we hope to allocate or give away.  We looked at what we 
had last year and adjusted it.  We hope to allocate $58,000.00 which is less than last 
year, but we had less of a carryover.  We recommend $45,000.00 to allocate this fall 
because we have to keep in mind the ongoing expenses and income.   
 
Jerri asked whether the allocations are for what the teachers request.  Brigette said yes, 
they make requests, and we vote.  “Screenagers” is an example of what we’ve voted on 
this year, so our spending could impact the community.  We have a $3,000.00 line item 
for programs and the Executive Board can vote to use it.  Darcy added that because it’s 
not a huge amount and it benefits every student and possibly every parent and the 
community, we voted to use it to save Derek the trouble of requesting an allocation 
because he might want something for the library.  Brigette commented that it’s $650.00, 
which is reasonable.   
 
Regarding the $3,500.00 fee:  we had an IRS fine related to taxes which is unfortunate 
because we had a generous accounting firm do our taxes.  The notification was in April 
and we were fined every day since September.  The firm is trying to get the fine 
forgiven, and we’re hopeful that it will be forgiven.  This year’s taxes aren’t due yet but 
they’re done.  We could have paid $7,000.00 in fines but we only have to pay 
$3,500.00.   That number is in the budget and we are under review.  If it’s forgiven, we 
can use that amount for allocations.   
 
Programs include 8th grade graduation, Teacher of the Year, Veterans’ Day, etc. for a 
total of $13,950.00. 
 
Brigette asked that we vote on whether to approve the budget and Darcy seconded.  A 
vote was taken, and all were in favor and none opposed.   
 
5.  Gerry Hodne/ Brandi Renick-Smith:  VP Volunteers’ Report 
 
Brandi requested that we please see the email that Gerry sent regarding guidelines for 
SignUp Geniuses.  There are details and reference information in the email, and a step 
by step process of creating templates for next year so we don’t recreate the wheel. 
Darcy noted that she appreciates everything everyone does and everyone operates 
differently.  Brandi requested that everyone respect the 2 week lead time, because it’s 
been a problem for Gerry, whose father-in-law died and she got a late request. 
 
6.  Vanessa Kolson:  VP Fundraising’s Report 
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Vanessa is absent so Darcy spoke in her place.  She said to visit the school store 
because it’s like a boutique.  The store is doing a lot of business and creating 
excitement.  Kudos to Tera and please reach out to her if you have ideas for items to 
sell because Tera is always looking for new ideas.  We are putting more money into the 
store and it’s fun to see.  If you have the opportunity to volunteer, please do. 
 
Directory Sponsorships are finished but you can order the directories through October 
1, 2019.  The link is in “Campus Connection.” 
 
King Soopers cards aren’t cards anymore, and it’s easy to link your account.  There are 
step by step instructions in “Campus Connection.”  Go into My Account, Rewards, and 
look for Campus Middle School.  There’s no more loading money on the card. 
 
Box Tops:  Now we will start collecting box tops with an app.  We still collect the paper 
but download the app because we won’t collect paper anymore.  It’s not any extra effort 
but benefits the school like Amazon Smiles.   
 
Our first Dine Out night is tonight at Modern Market at Arapahoe and Yosemite from 
5:00-8:00.  They donate 50% of the profits back to school.  Every bit helps.  Andrea is 
looking for someone who can go tonight at 4:45 to check in on behalf of the PTO.   
 
Cheryl asked if there’s a date for 8th Grade Continuation.  Darcy said there’s probably 
not a date yet and asked if Gerry is on the committee.  Darcy said it’s a day of 
celebration; last year they went to a movie and had sandwiches; Charlotte and the 
school decided that they will not be going to Elitch Gardens this year.   Darcy said there 
will be more info on that later.   
 
Audrey asked where the school store is.  Darcy and Jen indicated where it is.  Jen said 
there are scrunchies, fluffy socks, magnet balls . . . Darcy said it’s cute. 
 
Jen asked that everyone attend the allocation meeting to participate and decide how to 
spend our money.  Darcy announced that our next meeting is October 24, 2019.    
 
Darcy requested that everyone go to the Campus PTO Facebook page, like, and follow 
it.  If you have information you want posted, let us know so we can get everyone 
connected.   
 
Darcy adjourned the meeting at 1:34. 
 
The next meeting is an Executive PTO meeting on October 3, 2019.   
 



  

CMS Accountability Committee 
Meeting Notes 

Tuesday, September 20, 2016, 6:30-8:00 PM, Library 

I.  Welcome: 
 Attendees: There were 20 people present at the meeting.   

II.  Call to Order:  The Accountability Committee, recognizing due notice of 
the meeting was provided and a quorum was present, called the 
September 22, 2016 Accountability meeting to order.  

III.  3A/3B discussion:  Karen Fisher- Cherry Creek School District Board 
Member.  Discussion of ballot issues.  3A mill levy increase: 23.9 
million dollars.  Will be used for operating funds (primarily in teacher 
salaries).  3B bond (does NOT raise taxes): 250 million dollars.  
Capital improvements for every elementary and middle school to help 
renovate space.  Will build one new elementary and middle school.   
Will also expand career and tech opportunities for high schoolers.  Of 
note, at least 75% of our voters don’t have kids in the district 
currently.  Need to work to persuade our neighbors! We enjoy high 
property values, safety, strong local economy based on being in 
CCSD.   Talk to our neighbors, campaign e-newsletter, yard signs.   
See the “Budget Bond and Innovation” for more detailed information:   
See www.citizensforcherrycreekschools.com website.  Campaign website.  
Average price home in our house is $350,000.  3A would only raise 
taxes 8$ per month.   If 3A does not pass: we will not be able to 
support our teacher salaries directly relating to significantly larger 
class sizes.  Of note, as the property levels have increased, our mill 
levy has decreased due to cap on our total budget based on the state 
laws.  The schools really need this!!   

  
IV.  Creek Accountability Update:  Discussion of 3A and 3B.  ACT scores- 

this year highest ever.   High number of students taking AP exams. 

http://www.citizensforcherrycreekschools.com


  

V.  Principal’s Report:  Mr. Greg Connellan:  2016-2017 Goals and 
Updates.   

•Personal information:  Wife- Diane- principal at Willow Creek.  8 
grandchildren.  Loves sports, outdoors, the school district.  
32nd year in education.  1997- started in CCSD.  Past 3 years 
principal at Sky Vista.  

•Core Values:  Honesty, Service, Collaborative, High Expectations, 
Kindness (Hard on the issues, but kind to each other).   

•Values/Lessons: love your family and work, respect people, work 
with integrity.  Education is extremely important and all kids 
deserve opportunities for best education possible.   

•Value excellence.  Talented staff.   Work on making impossible 
possible.  Quote by Greg Norman.  Moving forward.  Quote for 
2016-2017 “Imagine What We Could Do…” 

•Five qualities that make a school great:  Clarity of Mission and 
Values, Positive welcoming culture “The Fish Philosophy”, 
Collaboration “Blue Angels”,   

•25 new staff members this year.   
•Goals for the years: Aligned professional learning community.  

Ensure all students learn at high levels in collaborative and 
collective effort using results orientation to drive continuous 
improvement in PLC.  What do we expect our students to learn, 
how will we know they have learned it, how will we respond 
when they don’t learn or when they already know it.  Teachers 
also want to have a positive collaborative environment.   

•Pupil Achievement Specialist position at Campus no longer exists.  
Dept chairs will make up the bulk of the PLC.  Working on 
planning time.    

•Further questions and answers.  

REMINDER:  No school on Friday, September 23rd 

Please mark your calendar and plan to attend the upcoming 
Accountability meetings. 

October 18, November 17, January 19, March 15, April 19 



  

 


